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September 25, 2016 4 minutes read this story originally appeared on PR Newswire's Small Business PR Toolkit email marketing, allowing you to reach highly targeted audiences at low cost. In fact, experts at Campaign Monitor, an email marketing company, estimate that an effective email marketing message has the potential to result in $38 in revenue for only $1 of marketing
investments. Here are some email marketing conversion suggestions that all small businesses can use: 1. Include descriptive tags with your images. Online publishing marketingcharts cite data that the average person would receive more than 400 commercial emails a month. Emails that include images can help your small business stand in an already crowded inbox, especially if
you choose people who create a product, a promotional campaign concept or emotional feedback for your brand. However, email marketing now comes with a Catch 22, noting that at least half of all email messages are checked on mobile devices, according to experts at Litmus, an email analytics company. While mobile devices can positively boost the response to time-sensitive
messages, small screens are not always suited for images. If a recipient opens your email only to see if the images have been blocked, you may be deported to his spam box indefinitely. More often than this happens, it's hard to build a reputation as a sender whose emails are identified as legitimate: According to experts in Fender Score, 28 percent of sent email messages reach
the user's inbox. Descriptive ATL tags can help you improve conversion, and reduce the risk of images in email marketing. Non-profit organization WebAIM points out that alt tag copy that applies in both context and functionality ensures the meaning of an image, even if the recipient can't see the picture. Review alt tags for images on your site and in your email campaigns for
relevance, using descriptive terms that the customer wants to take action. Don't send messages that haven't been targeted. While you may not have strong data on prospects, you can learn a little more about how they react with each message you send. Track open and click-throttle rates diligently with each campaign, including optimal time to send messages based on feedback
and headline tests. Place email recipients in segments based on your findings to create an effective drip campaign that is personalized and relevant based on their activity. The Internet retailer reported that retailer Totes Isotoner improved its email marketing campaign revenue by a whopping 7,000 percent when it used analytics based on past email activity, site search history and
past purchases to deliver highly targeted email messages. Don't ask too much. Segment your email marketing campaigns so that each to serve the most relevant offers based on her preferences, and to be presented with a clear message, call to action, and a seamless checkout - Whether on desktop or mobile device. Prefill special offers can be included in the email message so
that customers don't need major special discount codes that are part of your email offer at checkout. A partner with a reputable mobile payment provider for a secure and branded checkout experience to eliminate concerns with payment security, or the customer needs to take additional steps to complete the transaction. For example, The Mobile Commerce Daily reports that
despite the popularity of PayPal by retailers in online sales, evidence suggests that this conversion kills around 15 per cent (especially when consumers are shopping on mobile devices), as it requires additional steps to make a purchase. Use email to create a permanent relationship. Email campaigns should build on each other, and accept what you know about the customer,
depending on his previous activity. In fact, marketing firm Epsilon cites data that trigger targeted emails based on a recipient's engagement with previous messages are open rates that are 76 percent higher than those with generic messages. If you can't convince your customers to click on your message, you can't convert them regardless of your pricing or product quality. Email
marketing is an affordable way to communicate with prospects and customers, gain valuable insights about their preferences and increase sales. However, this requires a strategy to turn message recipients into buyers. Follow these steps to improve the ROI you realize from every email you send. Obstruction is not always negative and is often too inevitable. Interjecting may be
necessary for several reasons. You can interrupt a conversation: Give someone a quick question to give your opinion on something that's said in a conversation If you find that any of the above reasons need to disrupt the conversation carefully, there are some forms and phrases that you should use so as not to offend or otherwise disturb someone. Sometimes, you'll use more
than one of these phrases to interrupt smoothly. Although obstruction is often justified and forgivable, this negotiation technique must be used sparingly. An interruption is essentially a pause. When you pause a conversation, you'll almost certainly draw attention to yourself, so it's important to make sure your reason for interrupting will be viewed as valid by the whole group. Giving
someone important information, asking a quick question, sharing your opinion on something, or obstructing engaging in a conversation are all acceptable reasons. Keep in mind that obstruction should usually be accompanied by either an apology or question seeking permission (e.g., what do you mind if I join?). It is respectful of the speaker you interrupt and all the people listening
to. You should keep your interruption as low as possible so that the conversation Don't get derailed. Use these short phrases Efficiently deliver a message or get someone's attention mid-conversation. These are effective whether you are giving information to a person or the whole group. I'm sorry for the disruption, but you need to.. । I apologize for the interruption, but I quickly let
you know that.. । Excuse me, I have... [Someone is waiting, requested an object/information, etc.] I hope you'll excuse me for interrupting, but I can quickly get to you.. । Sometimes it is necessary to pause the conversation to ask a clear question. There are also times when you may need to stop the speaker asking a question that is not related to the topic of the conversation. No
matter what the situation is, these short phrases allow for brief questions during a conversation. I'm sorry for interrupting, but I don't quite understand.. । Sorry for the interruption, but you can repeat.. । It will take only one minute. Would you mind telling me... I apologize for the disruption, but I have an important question about.. । Alternatively, you can use questions as a polite way
of getting involved in the conversation. Here are some ways you can ask for permission from a group to be part of their discussion. Could I jump in? Can I add something? Do you feel bad if I say something? Can I interact? If you think you have something to share or comment about because there are conversations that will add value to the discussion, use these phrases carefully
to do so. That's why I think ... Interestingly you say that because ... What you said about [the context said something] reminds me that.. । Your point sounds an awful lot like anything else.. । Be careful when interrupting to share an opinion or story as these are negative interactions when they are not relevant, often occur, or are executed rudely. Always pay respect to a speaker
you're stopping and it feels like you think what you say is more important than what was already being said. Sometimes you'll want to join a conversation that you didn't originally share. In these cases, you can put yourself in the discussion without being rude using the following phrases. Would you mind if I joined? I couldn't help hearing more... Sorry for butt in, but I think... If I can, I
guess.... Just as you'll sometimes need interruptions, you'll sometimes be interrupted (maybe more often). If you are a speaker, it is up to you to determine how to proceed. Decide whether you want to deny or allow an interruption and then respond accordingly that you don't always need to allow interruptions. If you were severely interrupted or believed that you should end your
thoughts first, you have the right to express it without being considered rude. Use one of these phrases strongly but respectfully To redirect yourself back to do. Please allow me to finish. Can I continue, please? Wrap me your thoughts before starting. Would you please let me finish? If you don't feel stopped, you can choose to allow interruptions. are. A person who has asked if
they can interrupt you using one of these expressions. No matter what. Go ahead. Firm. What is your idea? That's fine, it's what you want/ Once you're interrupted, you can continue that when you were interrupted with one of these phrases, you went from there. As I was saying, I think... I want to return to my argument. To get back to what I was saying, I guess.. । Continue where I
left.... Helen: It's really amazing how beautiful Hawaii is. I mean, you couldn't think of anywhere else more beautiful. Anna: Excuse me, but Tom is on the phone. Helen: Thank you, Anna. (for Greg) it will take a moment. Anna: Can I bring you some coffee while she takes the phone? George: No thanks, I'm fine. Anna: She'll be right back. Marco: If we continue to improve our sales
in Europe, we must be able to open new branches elsewhere. Stan (not yet a part of the conversation): I can't help but hear you talking about opening new branches. Do you feel bad if I add something? Marco: Of course, go ahead. Stan: Thank you, Marco. I think we should open new branches no matter what. Whether we should open new stores will improve our sales. Marco:
Thank you, Stan. As I was saying, if we improve sales, we can afford to open new branches. Branches.
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